PL7 SERIES POWER AMPLIFIER

MODEL:PL7120\ PL7220\ PL7320\ PL7420\ PL7520\ PL7620\ PL7720

Pl7 series Amplifiers, matching with simple and elegant outlook ,has become
the exciting mainstream products, which is the essence of concentration and of
the first-class technical quality and stability.
Pl7 series adopts full SMT ,select the

►Wide voltage range,Stable and dependable performance
65% ~ 130% the extra wide working voltage range design against the relative rated Input supply

top amp. and the most scientific and rational
circuit, makes the most perfect sound.

voltage , so it can easlily cope with the strong voltage fluctuation environment.Meanwhile, power
volume gradient circuit more considered the audience feelings. Advanced SMT technology make the
performance more stable.

►Precise and pure quality and wonderful SNR
Finally, several experiments to eliminate the sound defaults are paid. Consequently, precision and
clearity of PL7 series are remarkable. Let alone the ultra-low distortion and super S/N R.

AMPLIFIER

►Flexible power set

Professional 4-core SPEAKON that

The unique and flexible power system, PL7, helps with a huge capacity storage. It can be
connected with all kinds of speakers. What’s more, MA functions well in the circumstances of stereo,
single channel and bridge connection models.

is connected to the speaker,

the sole

bridging 4-core SPEAKON that is supplied
specially, the back panel signal and working
situation make it more convenient and

►Designed for the applications of professional equipments,theatres and

dependable.

live amplifying
The handy 2U-cabinet that makes setting and carrying easier can be fixed on any parts of the rack.
The perfect protection circuit makes its self-protected characteristics are as splendid as the aircraft
carrier’s.

►Totally intelligent dynamic limiter system and distortion eliminate circuit
The circuit which power is controlled by dynamic limiter is a patent, assuring the system is working

Instant signals , situation of CLIP,
working model etc. will be displayed on the

in a permanent safe situation.

independent channel clearly and accurately.

►Patent of earthed technology
The latest patent of earthed technology that is adapted by the PL7 is able to work without floating
switch and minimize the noise no matter what kind the connection is.

►Always pursuit of the best
The PL7 that have been studied for years are the optimum products with elaborated performances，
which is proved by the sophisticated interior layout.
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